ASHIGARU
Osprey Warrior 29 £10.00

BOOK OF THE NINJA
Hunter, 96p. ill- Modern interpretation of ninja skills & techniques. Classic £12.50

EARLY SAMURAI 200-1500
Osprey Elite out of print £/C Pbk £22.50

EXOTIC WEAPONS OF THE NINJA
Campbell. LF 200p. v. well ill development & use £19.50

FIGHTING SHIPS OF THE FAR EAST 1
China & Southeast Asia 202BC-AD 1419 Turnbull S Osprey NVG 61 £9.50

FIGHTING SHIPS OF THE FAR EAST 2) Japan & Korea AD612-1639
Osprey New Vanguard 63 OUT OF PRINT- near fine 2nd hand copy £15.00

HATAMOTO : Samurai Horse & Foot guards 1540 - 1724
-Turnbull - ELITE 178 £10.99

I AM MINDED TO RISE: The Clothing, Weapons and Accoutrements of the Jacobites in Scotland 1689 to 1719
SCott 84p. col illus £12.50

IMJIN WAR: Japan's Sixteenth-Century Invasion of Korea and Attempt to Conquer China
Hawley 700p. mint hardback. £99.50

IMJIN WAR: Japan's Sixteenth-Century Invasion of Korea and Attempt to Conquer China
- mint hardback £52.50

JAPANESE CASTLES 1540-1640
Turnbull S Osprey Fortress 5 OUT OF PRINT NEAR MINT 2nd hand £20.00

JAPANESE CASTLES IN KOREA 1592-98
Turnbull, S OSPREY FORTRESS 67 £10.99

JAPANESE FORTIFIED MONASTERIES AD949-1603
Turnbull, S Osprey Fortress 34 Mint pbk Japanese warrior monks £9.99

JAPANESE WARRIOR MONKS AD 949-1603
Turnbull S Osprey Warrior 70 £9.99

KATANA : SAMURAI SWORD
- Osprey Weapon 5 £11.99

KAWANAKAJIMA 1553-64 SAMURAI POWER STRUGGLE
Osprey Campaign 130 2nd hand e/c SIGNED BY AUTHOR £16.50

KAWANAKAJIMA 1553-64 SAMURAI POWER STRUGGLE
Osprey Campaign 130 £13.50

KÔHIMA 1944
- Osprey campaign 229 £13.50

NAGASHINO
Osprey Campaign £12.99

NINJA 1460-1650
Turnbull S Warrior 64. 64p. Well il inc 34 col £9.99

ONIN WAR 1467-77: A Turning point in Samurai history
Stephen Turnbull. The story of the terrible Onin War has now been told. In this ground breaking book the author has drawn on previously untranslated primary sources to set the famed yet misunderstood conflict in its true context. Its history begins with the glory days of Ashikaga Yoshimitsu who made the position of shogun into something that was admired and respected, and left a legacy symbolised by his famous Golden Pavilion. £15.95

OSAKA 1615
CAMPAIGN 170. MINT PBK £12.99

OSPREY BOOKS : We have or can get every one in print, and many besides
Email us. Various discounted prices £0.00

PAINTING WAR 6) FEUDAL JAPAN
Latest from this fantastic wargames painting series. Larged format full colour £19.99

PIRATE OF THE FAR EAST 941-1644
Turnbull, S OSPREY WARRIOR 125 £10.99

REVENGE OF THE 47 RONIN - EDO 1703
- Osprey RAID 23 £10.50

SAGA OF THE SAMURAI 2) TAKEDA NOBUTORA

SAGA OF THE SAMURAI 3 ) TAKEDA SHINGEN
Solum large format full colour pbk. Back in stock- £29.50

SAGA OF THE SAMURAI 4) SHINGEN IN COMMAND
Solum, T Large format all color ill. MINT pbk. £29.50

SAGA OF THE SAMURAI 5) SHINGEN THE LAST CAMPAIGN 1569-1573
- 122p. V well illus in colour. The final volume in the series £29.50

SAGA OF THE SAMURAI 6) SHINGEN THE LAST CAMPAIGN 1569-1573
- 122p. V well illus in colour. The final volume in the series £29.50

SAGA OF THE SAMURAI 7) GAMO- THE STRUGGLE BEGINS 940-1557
Solum T 122p. v well ill in colour. Gamo clan from the Omi Region £27.95

SAGA OF THE SAMURAI 8) SHINGEN THE CONQUEROR 1559-1568
Solum. T the long awaited 5th volume. 122p. v well ill £29.50

SAMURAI ARMIES IN THE TIME OF THE SENGOKU 1) Anatomy of a C16th & C17th army ( DIE SAMURAI DER SENGOKU-ZEIT )
Weber, T GERMAN TEXT. 62p full colour on every page. uniforms; flags; diagrams of army organisation; tactics etc. If you have any interests at all in Samurai this is well worth getting and investing in a German-English dictionary. Sumptuous book £18.50

SAMURAI - THE WORLD OF THE WARRIOR
Turnbull, stephen Paperback 224 Pages colour Illusts Mint Condition £8.30

SAMURAI ARMIES
Turnbull: Osprey. 48p. well ill. 8 col plates.-Covers 1500-1615 £8.99

SAMURAI ARMIES 1467 - 1649
Turnbull, S Osprey battle Orders 36 . Detailed look at armies; orbs (where poss) battle plans tactics etc £15.50
SAMURAI ARMOUR 1: JAPANESE CUIRASS
Absolon V well ill in colour. Complete study of armour construction £30.00

SAMURAI CAPTURE A KING: Okinawa 1609
- OSPREY RAID 6 £10.99

SAMURAI COMMANDERS 1: 940-1576
Turnbull S Elite 125 £9.99

SAMURAI COMMANDERS 2: 1577-1877
Osprey ELite 128 Turnbull, S. Mint pbk samurai £9.99

SAMURAI INVASION OF KOREA 1592-98
Turnbull, S CAMPAIGN 198 £13.50

SAMURAI RECREATED IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS

SAMURAI WOMEN 1184-1877
- OSPREY WAR 151 £8.00

SAMURAI: THE WORLD OF THE WARRIOR
Turnbull, S 244p. V well ill inc col. Now in PBk after selling 20,000+ copies in Hbk £11.99

SAMURAI: WORLD OF THE WARRIOR
Turnbull S Osprey 224p. 112 col ill inc by Angus McBride. £18.99

SEKIGAHARA 1600: The Final Struggle for Power
Osprey Campaign £61.00

SEVEN SAMURAI
KUROSAWAS Epic (3 hours 15 mins) One of the purest adventure movies ever made. (PAL ONLY) £16.99

STRENGTHS OF THE SAMURAI: Japanese castles 250-1877
Turnbull, S 270p. v well il inc colour. mint hbk £18.99

TANAKA 1587: Japan's Greatest Unknown Samurai Battle
Turnbull, S Mint pbk 128 pages 55 b/w photos/ills, 3 maps, 8 colour plates £17.50

TOYOTOMI HIDEYOSHI: Samurai commander
Turnbull, S OSPREY CMND 6 £10.99

WAR IN JAPAN 1467-1615
Turnbull Essential History 46 £8.99

WEAPONS & ASSASSINS: Thugees & Ninja
Wujcik E 50p. well ill basic guide £5.99

Weapons of the Samurai
OSPREY WPN 79 SHIPPING NOW £12.99